Congratulations on your purchase of this Really Good Stuff® Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™—a simple way to manage daily classroom behavior while encouraging students to create excellent character-building opportunities by making outstanding choices.

This Really Good Stuff® product includes:
- Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™
- 32 Name Cards
- This Really Good Stuff® Activity Guide

Cleaning and Storing the Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™
Keep your Pocket Chart in good condition by wiping it occasionally with a damp sponge. Fold the Pocket Chart horizontally along the stitching lines for easy storage.

Assembling and Displaying the Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™
Before displaying the Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™, make copies of this Really Good Stuff® Activity Guide, cut apart the reproducibles, and file the pages for future use. Or, download another copy of it from our Web site at www.reallygoodstuff.com. Hang the Pocket Chart where students will be able to see and interact with it easily. Write each student’s name on a Name Card, and place the Cards in the pockets along the green zone of the Pocket Chart.

Introducing the Above and Beyond Behavior Pocket Chart™
Gather students together to discuss appropriate classroom and school behavior. Guide students to share their ideas of both positive and negative behavior that is appropriate in school. Document student answers on the board. Once an adequate list has been compiled, review each idea by asking if it is a choice. Direct students to see that they can substitute positive choices for negative ones by pointing to a couple of the negative behaviors on the list and asking what could have been done instead. Emphasize the ability of each student to make both positive and negative choices throughout each day.

Guide students to use the list they have compiled to create a set of appropriate classroom rules. Point out the areas of color created by the hot air balloons printed on the Pocket Chart. Explain that each student has his or her own Name Card that you will place in the green zone of the Pocket Chart at the beginning of each day. Explain each color zone on the Chart:

Green Balloons: Students’ Name Cards will remain in this zone throughout the day to show that they are having a good day and following all classroom rules.

Yellow and Red Balloons: If a student does not follow one of the rules, you will ask that student to move his or her Name Card to the yellow zone of the Pocket Chart. If a student continues to misbehave, you will tell that student to move his or her Name Card to the red area.

Multicolored Balloons: When you ask a student to move his or her card up to the top section, he or she has done something excellent that deserves noting—they have behaved above and beyond. Emphasize to students that you will be watching for students who perform unprompted, kind acts, which may include such things as the following:
- picking up trash on the playground
- using caring and polite manners
- helping someone in need
- when another teacher recognizes outstanding behavior

Above and Beyond Behavior Note Reproducible
Use the Above and Beyond Behavior Note Reproducible to review your expectations regarding students’ behavior: Fill in a copy of the reproducible with examples of good and bad behavior that might cause you to move students’ Name Cards through the colored zones on the Pocket Chart. Copy and distribute to each parent to review behavior expectations. Additionally, at the beginning of the school year, fill out copies of the reproducible for each student to take home at the end of every day. As the year moves along, send a reproducible home only when a student has had to move his or her Name Card out of a green pocket.

All activity guides can be found online:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavior Choices</th>
<th>GREEN</th>
<th>YELLOW</th>
<th>RED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Above and Beyond</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Today, ____________ were in the following zone:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In our class, students are encouraged to go above and beyond when making behavior choices.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>